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Joanne: Welcome everybody to the national webinar meeting.  I just want to start by saying that this past week I had the chance to spend some time with partners and allies -- advocates implementing maternal and child health programs and researchers.  One of the things that emerged was that the next 15 years will be the about driving that economic benefits, and rights, accrue to the most marginalized communities everywhere as a priority.  We heard from a doctor that the next 15 years, if done right, will redefine what it means to be civilized.  

I say this, because the legislation and the campaign we are launching on material and child health is in this broader context - to accelerate the end of maternal and child deaths and to ensure that all kids and their families survive and the services that they need to thrive.  That is really why we are working with Congress to introduce this bipartisan legislation to make sure that these programs are put into motion.  We want to ensure that the international leadership remains a priority beyond 2016 even in new leadership.  In a few moments, I will introduce Amy who is an unsung hero in ending maternal and child death.  I want to say you have all done an amazing job helping us lock in lead sponsors and cosponsors.  Also to have other members lined up and ready to jump on when these issues are introduced in Senate.  John Fawcett will give you more of an update later.  

Senator Coons is who we are working with closely, and we are also working in house legislation.  This will be done before the July International conference.  We have done coalition work targeting some key house and senators.  Many of you are aware of this because you are involved in it.  It has been impressive for me to hear from you and other organizations and finding out what a key role and being so confident and bold in the meetings and making sure there is a powerful voice and that the follow-up is possible.  Thank you so much for that.  It will take creativity and all that we can bring to the party to bring this legislation forward.  

Now I want to introduce you to our special guest, Amy Batson.  She is on the phone, but not on video.  I am thrilled that she is on the call with us because she has so much knowledge on this topic as well as innovation on identifying and scaling up tools and finance instruments that have saved millions of life.  She is responsible for doing strategy on PATH.  Many of you may have met her when she was a deputy assistant administrator for global health.  She led the US government in co-convening the 2012 Global Call For Action.   That really launched this vision to prevent child deaths.   We all know in many ways to be able to achieve these things, Step One is to believe that it is possible.  She also worked at the World Bank to make up ways to fund vaccinations for children in poorer countries.  I want to open by saying, that when we talked to you last it was around the 2012 Global Call for Action to prevent child death.  Can you let us know how things have changed?  What opportunity do you see for the acceleration of these Issues?  

Amy: thank you so much for having me here.  It is a real honor to be talking with this group about the Child Call for for Action.  It is great to see what that launched and where we are today.  It really was the beginning of this vision of what is possible and the recognition that the world can end preventable child death.  Whether you were born in the US and you were fortunate with lots of resources or if you were born in another third world country that you would have the resources to live to your 5th birthday.  We have had so many people thinking is it possible -- and now it is the world we want to live in and it is a world possible that we can live in if we all work together.  It is incredibly exciting and rewarding to see what was once our vision the reality that we are working toward.  

What was pivotal of the call to Action was that it was not about just the US government doing this.  It was the importance on individuals playing their part.  The Call for Action was about what national governments had to do on behalf of their own people.  It brought to the core civil society and their role as the voice of the community level.  It was faith leaders and trusted members of many communities and their role in helping engage people and share important messaging and encourage the rights of a child and a mother and the importance of all of the world being able to protect their women and children.  I think that is what kept it moving and growing as a movement.  I have met earlier this week with Gita Raguptv she works with UNICEF and she was updating me on how exciting it is that she has been going to country after country where the countries are owning it themselves.  We have governments deciding what their plans to end preventable child deaths.  What are the interventions that are most cost effective -- like diarrhea, and pneumonia.  We have had such incredible progress in countries that have did so much to control such killers as malaria.  It is exciting to see how it has gone from a meeting to trickling down to ownership and plans.  I am also really excited to see what US AID has continued.  He really pulled together all the parts of the government and really put this on the table and now US Aid has put the program in motion.  They are really working with society now.  

Last year I attended, they turned it into Acting on the Call Meeting and Report which laid out how US Aid will play its part in ending preventable child death.  Who is the best performer status and focusing on the most cost effective preventions.  It also has worked to make sure these are affordable and accessible.  Often times one of the hardest jobs is that we can not get these life saving interventions to someone in a rural remote area of the world.  How we make these techniques accessible is so vital.  So how are we going to identify, and make these new innovations accessible that will save lives?  This is an ambitious adjective and it goes beyond the life of any one politician.  It has to be sustained for the next 15 years.  How do we make sure that we sustain the US government to these goals across different administrations?  That is where Congress plays a pivotal role.  It carries the power and resources to carry this program through.  We have seen that play out with different programs where those initiatives are completely bipartisan.  It is something that Cognress supports and goes forward for the rest of the world.  That is an exciting place to see where Congress is.  When we see what it takes to carry that forward, we want to make sure that Congress is completely engaged and continues to make this a high priority for America.  

At PATH, have been working with several congressional offices to help translate the commitments that we made in 2012 into law.  It is legislation we hope to see very soon.  This legislation is to help set those goal targets and to help ensure that the US government holds itself accountable to reaching these goals over the next few years.  This is where your voice is important.  You can help your elected officials see that the promise of this vision is meaningful to you and America and that they have a critical role to achieve it.  They need you to convince them that this is an important goal in America and that their political voice will be meaningful in their lifetime.  They will be able to be proud of to contributing to for the world.  

One of the things that struck me the most in talking with the impressive members of Congress is that their constituents are putting more stress to local issues.  They feel like their people don't support international things.  So for you to be a voice to say that you absolutely support it and you are speaking on behalf of your communities is powerful beyond what I understood before I joined the US government.  You showing them that they have your permission but you also expect them to take action and you want to laud their efforts in this domain.  It is incredibly important.  That is one of the reasons I am so excited about.  I am a mother myself, and I am proud to say that my daughters are immunized and protected from these diseases.  

Joanne: Amy, that was huge and so helpful.  Your perspective is very important and helps us know how important the congressional information is.  I will remind folks that if you have a question you can go into the meeting and you can look for the chat window and we will read it out.  You can do that with the chat window.  Then, as the questions are coming in, Amy, I will also ask one other question.  You spoke of your role as a global health leader as well as a mom.  I would love to hear one story from you of a story from the field or early on -- something that moved you.  We would love to hear that then I will take some questions.  

Amy: sure.  I think what motivates me every day is you go to a country and you have flown for 15 hours to get to a country like Kenya, then you take another plane to get out to an area that is even further out.  You are out in some really rural community about as far away from Seattle as can be.  I go into these health centers and there are these mothers sitting there with their children and sometimes there is just, looking into their eyes and holding their children, there is a human connection as a mother.  I feel incredibly fortunate to live in the United States and have all the opportunities that I have.  I feel fortunate to have two daughters that don't have to worry about suffering from measles, or these other things.  When I go to these countries and I am meeting moms and I know they want the exact same thing for their daughter or their son and I have it within my power to make that possible?  That is what motivates me and makes me so fortunate to do the work I do.  

Joanne: That is great.  We have some great questions.  I will ask you a couple questions so we can get them in then you can answer them at a time.  One question is who are some of the other big players across the globe in this battle, and another question, given the US is only one nation, how could this legislation for child survival have impact beyond just US and congress, and another question from your own experience, how would you structure and what would you say to a policy maker about these issues and legislation?  

Amy: Ok, Wow.  Other big players -- at the governmental level -- the United Kingdom, Norway, Sweden, are some of the really big partners at this table.  The countries themselves, when you look at the resources that the government of India put forward to their own system the amount of benefit they get from other countries is minimal.  They are a tremendous partner that have been players from taking us from the 12 million children die every year in 1990, down to 6 million children.  That is not only some of the big donor partners, and also the health care workers themselves who work in hard conditions without lots of pay, but they continue to show up and help.  

The impact beyond the US, this is one of those exciting things, we have so many fights in the world and so many divisions on political opinion, geographic spots, religious disagreements, yet this is one of the areas that the entire world can unite about.  No matter where you live, or religion, you care about your children.  You believe a woman should live through birth, it should be a happy day not a tragic day.  That is such a uniter for the world.  It is something that we can all do amazing good for.  

What would I say to Congress?  I guess mine would be to be able to go in there and say I speak for my community or my results membership or church, in saying that we care deeply about being part of this global objective to end preventable child and maternal death.  We think it is an opportunity for America to share our technology and wealth and show what America believes in.  America is a land that believes in equity and that everyone should have a chance.  Believing that every child should live to their 5th birthday resonates deeply to the American spirit.  You are looking to them and you are holding them accountable.  You are ready to set up a meeting at a church event or a town hall event.  That would be powerful and they would care deeply that you are enabling them to reach their constituents and do the right thing.  They care deeply about that.  

Joanne: thanks a lot, Amy.  So two last questions one specific one and another bigger picture.  One says, can you comment on the new research that measles vaccines can help prevent other diseases?  A bigger picture question, we are trying to solve some of these maternal and child health issues, and how do we do that without fixing some of the bigger problems in the country like Sudan.  What would you say to answer that like how some of these issues are part of a bigger solution?  

Amy: I have not seen the latest piece of research.  We have found that with a number of diseases -- it actually had some level of protection beyond what its end point is.  It helped bolster a child's immune system and they were protected against the specific disease and their immune system was overall stronger and better equipped to prevent other diseases that would have been a threat.  After this call, I will be looking at that research paper.  Measles is extremely lethal, and making sure that we have this as an incentive to make sure we have every child vaccinated against measles.  

It really is part of a bigger picture.  If you start to connect all these dots, when you invest in the health of a child, and you give families the tools to be spacing their children and having families so they can best invest in their children and you give them more opportunities for education.  The mix has an incredible economic boost.  When you connect it back it is helping some countries propel out of poverty because they have a more educatable base and that helps their economic growth.  When children live, parents have fewer children and then they invest more in each of those children.  Then those children go on and invest in their children and make sure that they are educated and have more productive lives.  It is a beneficial cycle in what the world is trying to achieve.  We are ending poverty.  

Joanne: thank you so much Amy.  Thank you for taking your time out on a sunny Seattle Saturday morning and we wish you luck to all you do.  I don't know if there is anything you want to end with but we are happy for your partnership and we are happy to work with you.  

Amy: thank you so much, and I appreciate all of the time you are taking and the commitment that you have to these incredible issues.  It was a real honor to talk to you.  

Joanne: take care, Amy.  Before I turn this over to John Fawcett I just want to say this reminds me of the results.org conference.  It is just a little over 2 months away.  This is going to be such a key moment to drive this legislation forward.  We have a big job ahead of us to pass this legislation in 2016.  We want to get it moving as quickly as possible.  It will take extraordinary boldness.  Our lobby day on July 21, will be a key movement to get that moving forward.  It will end with an amazing Hill reception with Jim Kim, and dozens of members of Congress again on these issues.  We will also celebrate 26 years of results.  We will also be champions on health and early childhood education and poverty issues in Africa and Asia.  What are we to do this year and leading into 2016 but what does the agenda look like from now to 2030.  I really want to invite you all to join us and also invite people that would be transformed to a trip to meet all of you and partners from a dozen countries around the world.  We have done everything we can to make this conference more affordable for you guys.  We have the Early Bird registration which is only $100 for RESULTS partners.  Please let us know if you want to come but you are having a hard time financially.  I want to end by thanking you all for your generosity.  We gained more than $15 million dollars.  We really hope to see you in July.   I will turn the call over to John Fawcett now.  

John: so we just heard from Amy, who was one of the key architects of the The Call for Action.  She is really terrific and it is appropriate that we had her on for Mother's Day.  She had a great blog post, I will throw in the chat box that she coauthored with her husband, they are both leaders in global health and they had a nice piece there.  

So I will do a couple things.  We will talk about an update on the legislation and where we are and what we think the next steps are.  We will also talk about the Transpacific Partnership.   

So we are still working on getting legislation introduced.  We are trying to get it introduced in May.   That sounds a lot like what I said last month.  I wanted to give you a flavor when I say we are working on getting legislation introduced.  That means we are working with our partner organization, negotiating and debating language, but it has been much more than that.  It has been a grass roots effort.  It is across the country, literally, you have all been engaged in some key early targeted strategic members.  We are working with Senator Coons and Senator Graham, leading Republican on these issues.  Representative on the House side one of our top Republicans will be a leader on this bill, and we have locked in his support.  Michael McCall down in Austin, I think we will find out how that went later on in the call, we have done some incredible work to make sure this bill has strong bipartisan support.  We want to build it out a little bit more.  

If you have a member of Congress on the House Foreign Affairs Committee, you are someone in your group will get a call from us sometime in the next couple of weeks.  If you want to reach out to us, that is good too.  We have some time here before the bill is introduced and before the international conference and we want to make sure that every single group on those key authorization committees can strategize what the approach to that member will look like.  We have this fact sheet, I will put the link again in the Chat window, which outlines, it has the goals of the legislation on the background as a starting piece to have that conversation with that Congress.  Since we don't have final language, the conversation may go like, "I am interested in that, I look forward to the final text of the bill."  We can follow that up with we look forward to sharing that information and cosponsoring the bill.  We have some time, we have 10 weeks, I hope you are registered now.  Whether or not you are coming, we would like to support you to generate hand written letters to send to Washington D.C. and deliver them at the international conference.  So while we wait for this final bill number,  It will around these church or campus tabling events to get letters of support we can send to Washington.  

So, that is where we are with the legislation.  Very quickly on the Transpacific Partnership.  We have had a lot of people contact us about this liberalizing trade with the Asian region.  There are many reasons to be concerned.  One in particular is enhanced and unprecedented around intellectual property as they relate to medicine and drugs.  We are concerned and a number of our close partners, are concerned that these provisions will delay access to life saving medicines to some of the poorest people on the planet.  We know trade can be a key leader in this, but it has to be balanced.  So on that point, we will take together some material, with additional information about how this trade deal would potentially impact medicine and ask you to contact your senator and oppose this.  It is a bit of a new issue, many of you are probably following it, we both in solidarity with our partnership programs, we will have some material available very shortly.  Thank you to everyone who helped bring that to our attention.  Now I will bring this call back to Ken Patterson.  

Ken: I just want to say thank you to everyone for being here.  You have decided to take your time to be concerned and take action of the children and families of the world.  I am sure all the mothers in the world would want to hug you for all your help.  We want to start with the Miami group here.  It is on the slides.  I love they all show up in the corners of the photos.  They are advocacy rock stars.  We thank them for inspiring us.  

Let’s talk a little bit more of Maternal and Child Health legislation.  As you heard from everyone else today, we have an exciting opportunity to initiate the beginning of the end of child deaths.  What does this mean for the grass roots over the coming months of this campaign?  I think what we are looking to do is to create an environment of excitement such that our senators are persuaded and compelled to take bold action on the bills.  We want to create an environment where it is impossible for them to NOT take action.  Finally I said, what else are we trying to do, they all come in at this at different levels, we want to call them into the highest level of leadership that we can have them exercise on Maternal and Child Health.  

That is going to be our challenge to think about how we can create overwhelming political will.  Our strategies are nothing new.  We can generate letters.  We want to meet directly with our members of congress.  We want to work with the media.  There is a lot of latitude and opportunity for working with congress, media, and the community to create overwhelming political will.  We will send out kits, we will have an editorial packet, we will have mini grants and some other things.  It is important to know that your local knowledge means you are in the best position to create political will.  We are going to call on all of us to wrestle with -- How do we create overwhelming political will with your local Congress members and representatives.  

We will hear from some of you.  Then I will see if you have some ideas you may want to share on how to create overwhelming political will.  Lets get started on that.  I will ask Mandy Beals to share what they did in St. Louis.  They did a great job in getting Senator Blunt support.  

Mandy: we will talk about Representative Wagner.  But when we started our group, it was very negative.  It seemed like that negative hype was true.  It can be really discouraging to hear that and wonder when our action will start working.  Why is it that after only one year of lobbying our member of congress took a stand with us?  We used a lot of different kinds of coordinated action.  We took all the best advice to create the total package of advocacy.  The first thing we did was sought out and built relationships with like minded organizations.  That has opened up more opportunities to work as allies.  We also enlisted community leaders to find more allies and partners recognizing that community leaders are often too busy themselves but they can connect us to quality people who can help us out.  We also offered varying actions at different advocacy levels inviting people to do the one click activism, writing letters to the editor, having people accompany us to face to face lobby visit.  We built up personal relationships with our congressional aides by visiting districts and staying in constant contact.  We have even had some medical students in the area come to a meeting, doctors, church leaders.  Finally we got creative in place of our strengths.  We got some attention grabbing kid letters to congress.  So when we sat down with Rep Wagner she said do you feel like you can sign on this.  A week later her name was on the letter.  It is using all those tricks and realizing that putting everything together and the whole package was really what moved Rep Wagner to be a champion.  We also have a cute video to put on the link.  

Ken: great work Mandy.  You are really providing a lot of ideas for us.  Thank you.  There is also going to be a blog post with some of these details and the tactics they used.  Let’s hear from another example Eloise Sutherland of the Austin, Texas group.  They have done some awesome groups to move Rep McCall to move.  

Eloise: can you hear me?  Great.  Well, we had a great meeting with congressman McCall.  We have been working with his office since 2004 -- sometimes with success and sometimes not so much.  We have been diligent in staying in touch and getting better acquainted with his workers.  We continued to ask to get a meeting with him.  A couple of weeks ago we were told we possibly could meet the congressman on Monday.  When we learned about the network our national office was doing on the Maternal And Child Health team, we invited them to join us in the meeting with congressman McCall.  Since the beginning of the meeting, he was engaged.  He was aware that legislation was being drawn up and that staff members from both of their office were in contact.  He was anxious to help.  He wanted to know the connection between the results.  We were able to tell him that there were 25 organizations.  That looks a whole lot broader than just one organization.  When we asked if he wanted to help, he shook his head yes.  He also said that chairman Royce was a friend of his and that he would speak to him about the legislation.  He suggested that we get in contact with Andy Taylor who was a top notch strategist.  We were able to get a face to face meeting.  We were able to increase our impact.  By seeing him as a person, instead of someone on the wrong party or wrong side of our issues, we made space for him see where he could help.  Go ahead, and make that call for a face to face meeting and get some more help with like minded people.  

Ken: you have done great.  It seemed so personal and authentic.  The rep seemed unguarded because of what you were able to do.  I think the faith perspective helped elevate the conversation.  What is our purpose on earth level.  That is a good example of the power of working with coalition and another example on how to create overwhelming political will.  Some of you may have seen on the list from the World Vision Partners they wrote about their personal experiences and they cited really important work on the partners of the legislation including mentioning results by name.  That was a great example of the package to create overwhelming political will.  Great work on that.  

If you have other ideas on how to create overwhelming political will put them in the chat window right now and if you have ideas you want to comprise and share, you can send them to my email.  I want to thank everybody and encourage you to keep thinking how you create overwhelming political will.  It is about working with congress and the media in our communities as well as looking to the international conference to create overwhelming political will and bringing your community support to the international conference as well.  You can also have them on the phone with you while you are in your meeting.  We are all going to be there and it will give the bill a huge push forward since we are in the Washington.  We see that every time we use Washington.  

So I would say one of the things just to reinforce what Joanne said.  We don't want the finances to be a barrier to the conference.  I have several thousands of dollars in a GAP fund.  There is money available to help people get to the conference.  We do have a couple of things I want to do on the IC right now.  One of them is to award the first of $300 scholarships.  Anybody who generated a piece of media during the month of April was put into a drawing.  I have that group of people right here in a little bowl with me.  I will draw right now, from this bowl, for a $300 scholarship.  During the month of May, anything you do, we will do again another drawing.  I will draw the winner right now.  There were 15 pieces of media generated.  This piece, the $300 scholarship for the International Conference goes to Theresa Rugg in Washington.  

One other thing I just want to point out, then I will have one other person share with us about the Gala.  I was just looking at the media, and I have compiled some information on the media.  If you look at Slide 20 so far you have generated over 12 pieces of media.  This number will grow very quickly.  That is on the global media.  You also generated 25 pieces of snap media, 25 at least 25 of media on snap as well.  I was looking at the year and compared to 2015, we had 303 pieces of media in 2014.  That was a banner year.  We have never had that.  Right now, we are past a 1/3 of away from hitting the 303 number.  You are on the track to crush our 2014 media year.  I want to tip my hat off to all of you.  It is going to take an overwhelming amount of media to create that political will.  

One other final things on the international conference, I want us to hear about the gala.  

Heidi: well, as I am sure many of you have heard, Results is celebrating our 25th year.  We will be taking opportunities to celebrate a Benefit Gala on July 22nd.  There will be an award ceremonies recognizing congressional champions and the extraordinary advocacy of two of our own grassroots volunteers.  The Gala is an opportunity for us to raise the resources we need to serve and power our mission.  The proceeds from this event will create funding and also propel the expansion of results into all 50 states and around the globe.  So we hope you our partners will join us and help fund many of our achievements in the years ahead.  As our committed supporters, we cannot imagine celebrating without you.  We hope you will all join us in staying an additional night with us in D.C.  For more information and if you have questions, please feel free to reach out to me, Heidi Craig, or visit the Results website.  Come and stay.  Thanks, Ken.  

Ken: thank you so much, Heidi.  That gala will really help support and bolster our support for the future.  I will have a new guest, Amy she is located in Los Angeles I will have her say a little bit about herself.  

Amy: hello, I am Amy, I come from Obama's advocacy group.  We worked for everything that was on Obama's agenda.  It is wonderful to be able to concentrate on this one big issue.  I have been at Results now for an outstanding 2 weeks.  I have to admit, coming in, it was very overwhelming.  My first few days, I thought wow these people have some really big goals.  Tough big goals, but, through meeting everyone and learning about the strong passionate Grassroots Staff and volunteers those feelings were soon replaced by an appreciation for the thought, intellect, passion, and dedication behind their goals.  It really helped me realize that we do have large ambitious goals but they are supported by thought, intellect, passion and dedication.  That being said I am excited for working with all of you and all the wonderful things we will accomplish together.  I look forward to meeting all of you in Washington D.C.  

Ken: OK, that will end our call.  Have a great Mother's Day.  Take care!  

[Recording of the conference has stopped.]  

